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A Quick Note From Gary...

Get Out Your Jumper Cables
Last week, the battery in my trusty old Honda
Accord finally said “enough.” So I whipped out the
jumper cables from the trunk, hooked the battery
up to my wife’s minivan, and gave it enough juice
to get me to the auto supply store. Problem
solved.
As I hear more and more about diabetes burnout, I can’t help but think that we can all
use a jump start now and then. For some people, a jump start takes the form of a
completely fresh start. For others, it’s a short-term vacation, setting up “smart” goals,
or infusing some form of new technology. It’s normal and expected to feel burned
out: diabetes is a mother *&!#@ of a disease – relentless, unforgiving, and very
demanding. But that’s not an excuse to give up.
If you could use a jump start, connect with us. We’re here to listen, and here to help.
This is a judgment-free zone. None of us is perfect with our own diabetes, and we
don’t expect it from anyone else. You’d be amazed at how many times our own
diabetes devices come flying out of our office doors just out of sheer frustration!
(Nancy and Karen have learned to duck before passing by)
So if you’re interested in doing better, feeling better, or just making a change, our
team of clinicians can help you make it happen. CALL US (in N America 877-735-3648;
outside N America +1 610-642-6055). Or E-MAIL US (info@integrateddiabetes.com).
We promise to take you seriously. But not too seriously.
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Freestyle Libre CGM App Now
Connects Caregivers

A1C targets: Is 6.5 The Ideal?

Libre users can now share their glucose

A1C of 6.5 may be ideal for long term

data and trends with up to 20 caregivers.

management of diabetes.
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Faster Lifting = Longer Life!
Did you know that increasing the muscle

Study results continue to confirm target
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Low carb reduces glucose
variability

power (different than strength) provides

How low carb do you need to be in order

longer life expectancy?

to achieve lower variability?
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Adapting to the changing
landscape of diabetes
management in 2019.

Read the Article

Strategies for Gratitude in
life with Diabetes – Beating
out the Negative thoughts!

Read the Article

Get The Blue Loop App for
both iPhone and Android!
BlueLoop® is a free solution for all your
logging, insulin dosing and
communication needs for those living
with diabetes. Setup an account and
download the mobile app. Pam and
John Henry created BlueLoop back in
2004 and work every day with families
across the country, from help setting up
their account or diabetes related
questions.

Read the Article

Patients (14 and older) and Caregivers
(family, friends) of any disability,
disorder, syndrome, disease or condition
are provided an opportunity to voice
their opinions through surveys and
interviews to improve medical products
and services.
Join the community on-line and earn a
Dunkin Donuts, Starbucks or CVS gift
card at Rare Patient Voice Cash for
Patient Opinions

Get the BLUE LOOP APP!

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINION!

The ULTIMATE Conference For T1s
Join us at The Ultimate Conference & Retreat for Adults with Type 1 August 16-18 in
San Diego, CA. With special guest Gary Scheiner from Integrated Diabetes Services!

Learn more

Gary’s TRIVIA TIME!
Last month, we asked you to identify what the term
MARD stands for.

The answer:
Congratulations to Brandy Rooks of
Slave Lake, Alberta, Canada for being
the first to answer correctly. Brandy
has a daughter with T1D, and used her
daughter’s diagnosis as motivation to
pursue a degree in nursing.

MARD stands for Meal Absolute Relative Difference.
It is commonly used to describe the average discrepancy between CGM values and
laboratory values taken at the same time. The most creative response award goes to
Bekki Weston, who thinks MARD stands for “My Accuracy Really Depends.” Man, is
she right!
At this point, the MARD for most CGM systems hovers around 8-11%. MARD is very
different from the standards used to evaluate blood glucose meters, called ISO. A
MARD of 10% means that the average discrepancy between CGM and lab values is
10%, so 50% of the results could be off by more than 10%. An ISO of 10% means that
at least 95% of the readings are less than 10% off from the lab value (or within 10
points of the lab value if the reading is below 75 mg/dl). So like it or not, blood
glucose meters remain considerably more accurate and precise than CGM systems.

NEW QUESTION:

NEW QUESTION:
Everyone with diabetes probably remembers their diagnosis quite vividly.
Unfortunately, not everyone is diagnosed correctly. For example, people who
develop type-1 diabetes as adults are often misdiagnosed as having type-2 diabetes.
This can be very dangerous, since DKA can develop if no insulin is present in the body,
and the “honeymoon” phase of type-1 diabetes depends on early treatment with
insulin.
So here’s your question: According to a study at the University of Exeter (England),
what percentage of adults with type-1 diabetes are misdiagnosed as having
type-2?

Click to Submit Your Response to gary@integrateddiabetes.com

Get My Discount Codes!

The Survey Says!
In last month's edition of Diabetes Bites we asked
what you think about sharing your CGM (continuous
glucose monitor) data with a partner or family
member:
A. Of course I share my data with my partner! They have
every right to know what’s going on with my diabetes.
B. I share it, but only so that they are alerted and can assist if I’m having a serious
high or low blood sugar.
C. I share it, but only because they insist on knowing what’s going on.

D. No way I’m letting my partner anywhere near my CGM data.
125 People shared their thoughts, even if they’re all not fans of sharing their
data:

New Survey Question:
This month, with Congress working
on a “Medicare for all” plan, we would
like to know what you think about
government-sponsored healthcare:
A. It’s about time! Public healthcare
works really well in all other parts of the
world.
B. It would be a struggle, but there’s
really no other way to fix our healthcare
system.
C. I’m OK with it, but only if I can still
obtain private insurance as well.
D. Government can’t do anything right.
Keep it as far away from my healthcare
as possible.

Take the Survey

I want to hear from you….
Testimonials from our patients are invaluable. It
allows us as well as others to share how Integrated
Diabetes Services has impacted their lives.
Patient feedback is extremely important to us. It is
how we improve our services and continue to grow
and bring the newest advances to you. We would
be very grateful if you would continue to reach out
and send your thoughts.
You can now add your own testimonial/review on our
website: https://integrateddiabetes.com/integrated-diabetes-services-reviews/
Or email me, nancy@integrateddiabetes.com. Your thoughts are greatly appreciated.
As we approach the warmer weather I wanted to remind everyone that IDS stocks
cases and pouches that keep insulin (and pumps) securely insulated from the
elements. You can order online from our store or call our office.
I am here to discuss our services by phone 610-642-6055 or email:
nancy@integrateddiabetes.com. The difference at IDS is the personal touch you will
ALWAYS receive. This is not only what we are committed to, it is our promise.
Best Always,
Nancy

Would you recommend us to a friend?
Let Us Know What You Think!
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Advertising Opportunities

About Us
Integrated Diabetes Services

We offer a number of promotional
opportunities for reaching the diabetes
marketplace, with a focus on patients and
healthcare providers who utilize intensive
insulin therapy.

provides diabetes education and
management consulting inperson or remotely via phone and
the internet for children and
adults.

Website Advertising

Our blog, Thinking Like a
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Newsletter Advertising / Editorial
Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is published
electronically by Integrated Diabetes Services
and distributed to more than 10,000

our own staff.
Type-1 Universityis the web-based
school of higher learning for
insulin users. Live and pre-

individuals in the diabetes community.

recorded courses on a variety of
topics.
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